
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Twin Houses  
 
I once tried to write a story about twins—not this story, of course, the 
one you’re reading, but with more than a few things in common with 
it—its twin, I suppose you could say. It was going to be a novel. I had 
the plot all worked out. It was based on a game Gregory and I used to 
play, in which one of us pretended to be a millionaire, and the other a 
peasant. The game figured into the plot, as a matter of fact, as one the 
twins played when they were kids. In my story, the Millionaire (Twin 
A) is an enormously successful motivational speaker and bestselling 
author. Twin B—the Peasant—is a failed novelist.  

I’d divide the book into two parts or sections, each self-contained, 
Book A and Book B, and have them printed dos-à-dos, or tête-bêche, 
like those old Ace Doubles science fiction paperbacks, the kind with 
titles like The Sword of Rhiannon and Stepsons of Terra. Readers would 
finish reading one part, turn the book over and upside-down and start 
reading the other—or vice-versa, since it wouldn’t matter which of the 
two “books” you read first. Each of the two parts or books would end 
where the other began and begin where the other ended, so that, in 
theory at least, you’d never have to stop reading. The book (or books) 
would go on and on and on forever, sustaining and prolonging itself, 
like a perpetual motion machine.  

The two books would also contradict each other—so thoroughly 
that the novel as a whole would self-destruct interminably, a chain re-
action of equally opposite forces bound together in a ceaseless cycle of 
mutual obliteration, with everything becoming nothing and nothing 
becoming everything, on and on forever ad infinitum (as happens, or 
supposedly happens, when matter and anti-matter collide).  

In the aggregate, my twin novel would constitute the single most 
unreliable narrative ever committed to paper composed. For this and 
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other reasons I would title it “Duplicity.” 
My intention with that novel, with those complimentary yet mu-

tually exclusive novels, was to break all the rules of novel writing, not 
just break them, but to break them hard.  

That’s what you have to do. First learn the rules, know what they 
are, then break them passionately, with conviction and without mercy, 
so they stay broken. That’s what I taught my students at the Metro-
politan Writing Institute. 

As for my book, as of now (the moment that finds me here, writ-
ing this) it no longer exists. As of now there are only so many sentenc-
es written in one of a series of composition notebooks, ending with 
the last word I’ve written, which happens to be the word “word.” 

But then—and as you can see—the word “word” isn’t the last 
word. It was the last word, but it no longer is, since I’m still writing. I 
have to keep writing for there to be a book for you to read, to be read-
ing. This book.  

The one I’m writing.  
The one that may never be written, let alone read. 

 
I’m being abstract, something else I took used to take my Metropoli-
tan students to task for. I should be writing about the rainy foggy 
March morning I arrived here at what had been my father’s lakeside 
cottage, my philosophy professor father dead going on fourteen years, 
and where—according to our mother—my twin had gone into hiding. 

No one knew he was there. Even Mother didn’t know it.  
There I am—there we are—freshly arrived in my Mazda with the 

blown-out muffler, the cracked windshield, the dysfunctional defrost-
er. According to the dashboard clock it’s a few minutes past six-thirty 
in the morning. Dawn has just started to break. The air is foggy. Did 
I already say that? It must have rolled in off the lake—the fog, that is. 

As for the lake, I can’t see it thanks to the fog, also because the 
lake is behind the house—or in front of it, since the house was built to 
face the water. I haven’t been here in—how long? Thirty-five years? 

Since our father died, except for one or two weekend visits by my 
brother with his wife, no one has been here, as far as I know.  

From the back the house looks smaller than in memory. A “mod-
ified” A-frame. Unlike traditional A-frames, modified A-frames have 
vertical sides rather than a pitched roof slanting all the way down to 
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the ground. Even through the fog, which has started dissipating, I can 
see the yard is overgrown, the garden turned into a jungle, with weeds 
rising almost as high as the gutter. Where not rife with weeds the yard 
is buried under covered with dead leaves. To the far left of the house 
there’s a pile of what looks like rotted firewood. To the right a sagging 
carport with a tarpaulin-covered vehicle hunkering under and, next to 
it, an overturned plastic trash container with a fallen sweetgum tree ly-
ing beside it. No lights burn in the house. It looks dead, haunted, the 
lake barely visible behind it now through the lifting fog.  

All that I’ve just described to you is as seen through the cracked 
windshield. The Wankel engine is still running, the impotent defrost-
er still blowing, the wipers still wiping, the windshield as grey as the 
fog outdoors except where I’ve rubbed it with the wad of paper towel. 
The radio exudes static and bad news.  

I’m biding my time, not wanting to exit the car, to leave behind 
what suddenly feels like a warm, comfortable womb, afraid of what 
awaits me inside that house—this in spite of the fact that, apart from 
my mother’s dream-born hysteria, there’s no reason why I should be 
afraid. Why should anything have happened to my brother? He’s lying 
low, doing his Thomas Pynchon / J.D. Salinger act, playing hard-to-
get with the media and his fans. His last book didn’t sell all that well. 
The ratings on his last PBS fundraiser special disappointed. Or maybe 
he just needed to get away a break from it all.  

That’s what So I tell myself as I sit here with the NPR newscast-
er’s staticky voice telling me more about Russia and Crimea (“Dis-
pensing with legal deliberations, despite U.S. and European pressure, 
a defiant Vladimir Putin announced a swift annexation of the Ukrani-
an peninsula”) and daylight creeping into the surroundings. Why 
should I care, anyway? Since when has my brother given a damn about 
me? Not since his epiphany, his metamorphosis, since he reinvented 
himself and, in the process, became rich and famous beyond anyone’s 
dreams, while I, his identical twin, fell to pieces and went to seed like 
this house I’m looking at.  

As for the house, like the man who once occupied used to occupy 
it, it had once been proud and happy.  
 
I remember the first summer I spent with my father here. I had just 
turned seven. Greg and I would take turns, alternating summers. Dad 
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would drive all the way up to Connecticut, then drive us all the way 
down, the same journey I just took, more or less. It was cheaper than 
him flying, renting a car, and so on. Or maybe he’d felt it would be 
more fun. Apart from stopping at a few roadside attractions, one of 
which included a smaller Eiffel Tower, all I remember about the trip 
is how I kept saying, “Are we almost there yet, Daddy?” pestering my 
father, you know, the way kids do. “Not yet, Stewie.” I also kept hav-
ing to pee. You peed twenty miles ago! / I need to again. / Can’t you hold 
it, Stewie? / No! Instead of pulling into a gas station, my father started 
quoting philosophers on the subject of patience. (Socrates: “He who 
seeks the truth must have infinite patience”; Nietzsche: “Patience is so 
very hard that the greatest poets did not disdain to make its antithesis 
the theme of their poetry.”) I finally peed in my pants. By the end of 
that trip, we were both pretty miserable.  

When we got here, though, it all seemed worth it. As soon as I 
saw it, I fell in love with my father’s house, and by extension with my 
father. We hardly knew each other at this point. Greg and I were only 
four when he and Mom split up. I knew he was a professor, and that 
he lived on a lake. That’s about all I knew. I’d seen him a few times, at 
one or another of the big holidays, Thanksgiving or Christmas. He’d 
arrive smelling of books and pipe tobacco, bearing gifts, then he’d be 
gone again until next year. He existed in our lives like Santa Claus—a 
tweedy, pipe-smoking Santa minus the white beard. Only after seeing 
his house for the first time did my father become real to me.  

As for the house itself, it struck me as magical. Though the same 
size as the one before me now, it seemed bigger. I remember, entering 
it for the first time, how the cathedral ceiling lived up to its name, 
with its wooden beams and ceiling fans, and the huge triangular win-
dows through which thick rays of sunlight speared the cavernous space 
at 45-degree angles. Below the windows were French doors, their ve-
netian blinds raised, letting in more sunlight. Through them I had my 
first glimpse of the lake, glittering through the slats of the deck rail-
ing, past the potted geraniums. I couldn’t believe it. This great, wide, 
beautiful lake, with a little dock jutting into it, and two wooden chairs 
on it, and the lawn sloping down, covered in perfect green grass. My 
Daddy’s house! Over both sets of French doors he’d mounted a wood-
en oar, each fitted with a patinated brass oarlock. At the far end of the 
ceiling, suspended by a clever pulley system, hung what I soon learned 
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was my father’s pride and joy, his Adirondack guide boat, complete 
with folding caned seats. Between the sets of French doors was a fire-
place, its mantle formed of rugged fieldstones. But I was still looking 
at the boat, entranced by it. I had never seen a more beautiful boat, its 
hull a deep ultramarine, its varnished teak gunwales gleaming gold.  

“Daddy, Daddy, can we take your boat out? Please, Daddy?”  
“I tell you what,” he said. “We’re both sweaty and stinky from all 

that driving. What do you say we go jump right in the lake?”  
To which I responded: “Yipppeeeeeeee!”  
(If that “Yipppeeeeeeee!” did not represent the happiest moment 

that my father and I would ever enjoy together, it must have come aw-
fully really close.) 

We had a good time together on that first visit, my father and I. 
We did indeed take out his boat, which I kept calling a “canoe” (“It’s 
not a canoe, Stewie; it’s an Adirondack guide boat”). Almost every day 
we took it out, in the mornings before breakfast and evenings at twi-
light. We swam, caught fish fished off of the end of the dock, did jig-
saw puzzles, cooked pancakes and French toast, went for walks, bar-
becued on the deck, watched TV. It was all very father-son, straight 
out of the Andy Griffith show. He introduced me to his colleagues at 
the university, those who hadn’t left for the summer. My father 
seemed happy, fulfilled. I had no idea back then that he suffered from 
depression. I didn’t know that word, never mind what it meant. My 
father didn’t strike me as sad, let alone as someone who, thirty-one 
years later, a few weeks shy of his twin sons’ 36th birthdays—six 
months after his 67th—would, as they say, “take his own life.”  

How? you can’t help but wonder wondering, I bet. 
He hanged himself.  
From the oak ceiling beam of his modified A-frame.  
As my brother would.  
As I myself will soon do while I still have the chance. 

•     • 
Let’s talk about all that later. I’m still remembering that happy mo-
ment with my father the first time I visited him at his house, this 
house, the one in front of which I’m parked in my beleaguered yet 
faithful Mazda, the Wankel engine of which I have switched off, the 
blown muffler system of which ticks in cooling. You’re still with me, 
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occupying the same driver’s seat, for we are one. To put the reader in 
the protagonist’s shoes, thereby making a single entity of them: isn’t 
that the aim of all good storytelling—fiction or nonfiction? 

Meanwhile we recall the man whose home this once was, a kind 
man, an intelligent man. A philosopher, a scholar, a professor. We re-
call the last time we summered with him. We were sixteen. Impatient, 
impetuous, rebellious, obsessed with girls and sex. The novelty of our 
father’s house, the lake, the rowboat, the hammock, barbecues, jigsaw 
puzzles and card games, had long since worn off. We would have ra-
ther been back in Connecticut with our friends. We grew increasingly 
surly, petulant, unpleasant. We spent the whole summer scowling. 
We treated our good father poorly. (Was it really that bad? Probably 
not, but guilt makes us remember it that way.)  

Something peculiar happened during that last summer visit with 
my father, an episode eerily relevant to the my overarching theme. 

My father and I had had a quarrel. I’m calling it a quarrel, though 
what really happened was that I abused him and he stood there taking 
it. It happened during the third week of my five-week stay. I’d been 
complaining about everything. The lack of young people for me to in-
teract with, my father’s cooking (he was good at barbecues and break-
fast, hopeless otherwise; we ate pancakes, bacon and eggs, or hot dogs 
for every meal), and mainly the fact that, despite the learner’s permit 
in my pocket, my father refused to let me borrow his red vintage 1963 
Alfa Romeo Giulietta Spider convertible sports car, the one he used 
only in perfect weather and otherwise kept tarped under the now tot-
tering carport (his everyday car was a beat-up Honda Civic).  

“What for?” he asked me. 
“So I can drive into town,” I said.  
“Drive into town for what?” 
“To see what’s there,” I said.  
“I’ll tell you what’s there, Stewie. Nothing. That’s what’s there.”  
You can imagine how pleased I was with this response. Of course 

he was right; there was nothing to the town, a sprinkling of seedy an-
tique shops and tattoo parlors, a couple hamburger and pizza joints, 
the usual strip franchises. Apart from the college, the town’s only oth-
er points of interest were the coal-fired power plant at the opposite 
end of the lake, with its enormous three-hundred foot tall smokestack, 
and the grounds of the formerly bustling state hospital mental asylum, 
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now abandoned, its institutional brick buildings spangled with kudzu 
and signs saying NO TRESSPASSING and KEEP OUT, and that 
my father and I had explored several times already by foot. 

“Besides,” my father said, “if there’s something you really want to 
see, I’ll happily take you. There’s no reason for you to drive alone.” 

But there was a reason, of course, there were two reasons: first, to 
drive my father’s spiffy car with him not in it, so I could go fast, as fast 
as I wanted to go, which was very fast; second: to get away from him, 
from my father. How I longed to escape him and his bacon and eggs 
and rounds of Parcheesi and gin rummy and aimless walks along the 
course of which he would regale me with Spinoza and Erasmus and 
Plutarch and Plato and Descartes and the rest of his dull fucking phi-
losophers, as I saw it then. It’s all coming back to me now, this event 
tinged with shame and remorse. Hey, I was sixteen. Not a prime audi-
ence for Spinoza. What I wanted were girls, a girl, any girl. I wanted 
to be seen by that hypothetical girl in my father’s non-hypothetical 
Alfa Romeo, tooling around in my aviator sunglasses with the top 
down, one hand barely steering, my opposite elbow slung loosely over 
the driver’s side door. In search of this conjectural encounter, I would 
drive and drive. I’d have driven all the way back to Connecticut, si-
phoning gasoline all the way, on the off chance that said beautiful girl 
would bear witness to this cameo performance starring yours truly and 
an Italian sports car.  

Alas: my father refused to hand over the keys, denying my fanta-
sy, igniting the fuse of my petulant outburst, which occurred a short 
while later during one of our post breakfast walks.  

My father wore his tweed eight-panel newsboy cap, his “walking 
cap,” he called it. He wore it always on his walks, even in hot weather, 
and it got—gets—very hot down here. He claimed that it made him 
think better. His “negative capability cap,” he called it. He had his 
whatchamacallit, too, his shillelagh, that also apparently helped get his 
philosophical neurons firing. Anyway we were walking. There’s little 
to see along these lake access roads but acres of scruffy loblolly pine, 
good for paper pulp, but not much to look at. The subject that morn-
ing, believe it or not, was dualism, the role of opposing but equal forc-
es in philosophy, science, politics, and religion—you know, good and 
evil, darkness and light, mind and body, yin and yang, particle and 
wave, socialism and capitalism. Needless to say, my father did all the 
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talking. If I remember correctly, he was going on about Plato’s first 
argument in the Phaedo, the Argument of Opposites, how whatever 
has an opposite has to come from or be a product of that opposite. So, 
for instance, if we consider some entity to be tall, or taller, then that 
something can only have come to be taller from having been shorter. 
If something is “darker,” it arrived at its darkness from a state of being 
less dark, or lighter. These processes can go in either direction: that is, 
things can become taller, but they also can become shorter; things can 
become sweeter, but they can also become more bitter. We awaken 
from the state of sleep and go to sleep from having been awake. Both 
states depend on each other. Similarly, since dying comes from living, 
living has to come from dying. Life depends on death and vice-versa. 
According to Socrates, as recorded by Plato in the Phaedo, it is only 
during the very fleeting interim between death and rebirth that the 
soul exists apart from the body and thus has the chance to glimpse the 
Forms unmingled with matter in their pure, undiluted fullness. Death 
liberates the soul, increasing by an order of magnitude its apprehen-
sion of The Truth. This, according to Plato by way of Socrates by way 
of Plato, is why the philosophical soul isn’t afraid of death and actually 
looks forward to death as a form of liberation, as a release from the 
isolating, insular, soul-crushing solitary confinement of the body.  

This, or something like it along these lines, is what my philoso-
pher father went on and on and on about that morning during our af-
ter breakfast stroll, with me walking a dozen sullen steps behind him, 
hearing but only half listening to him, still enormously pissed off that 
he wouldn’t hand over the keys to his snazzy Alfa.  

How far we’d walked, how long he’d been going on about duali-
ties, about opposites, I’m not sure, but at some point I blurted: 

“Jesus, Dad, do we have to always talk about this stuff? Can’t we 
for once talk about something else for a change?”  

My father stopped, turned, looked at me, his eyes wet with dis-
may and confusion. He didn’t understand.  

“I mean,” I went on, “can’t we just for once have a goddamn nor-
mal conversation? Do you always have to lecture me?”  

My father smiled. It wasn’t a real smile, but an expression of dis-
comfort and anxiety that tightened his lips so they curved upward at 
the edges, the same look that appeared on his face a few days before 
when I put a gouge in his boat, having failed to prevent it from collid-
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ing with the dock. I knew then that I’d injured my father as I’d injured 
his pride and joy, his boat, which made me feel awful, which made me 
angry—at myself. Which anger caused me to lash out yet again.  

“Jesus,” I said, “how do you live like this?”  
“Like what?” My father tucked his chin in wonderment. “How is 

it that I live, Stewie, in your enlightened objective view?”  
“Questioning everything! Mulling, probing, brooding, analyzing, 

vivisecting—as if life’s a goddamn pickled frog your biology teacher 
made you dissect. Christ, how the fuck can you stand it?”  

Rather than wait for an answer, which I knew would only have 
resulted in yet another interminable philosophical disquisition, I took 
off. Not running, exactly, but at a very fast walk, as fast as my two feet 
could carry me without leaving the ground simultaneously. I returned 
to the house. Where else could I go? Except for those acres of loblolly 
pine, there was nowhere to escape to, and I wanted—I needed—to es-
cape. So I went back to the house, which had the advantage of being 
on the water. Dad’s house, this one, features what the real estate peo-
ple call “big water”—a grand, open view of the lake. It really is a fan-
tastic view, the sort of view that expands the mind while fostering the 
impression that all kinds of things—things that, bounded by dry land, 
would seem impractical if not altogether impossible—fall within the 
realm of possibility. It was this view, united with the need to escape, 
that beckoned me back to my father’s house that morning.  

The keys to Dad’s Alfa being unavailable, I availed myself of the 
next best—in fact the only other—existing means of conveyance: my 
father’s boat, his beloved Adirondack guideboat, the one I had dented, 
and that hung by a pulley system from the cathedral ceiling of his liv-
ing room. I had only to undo the (blue, ⅝”, nylon) rope from its cleat, 
lower the boat, open one set of French doors, put the boat on its dolly, 
grab the two wooden oars from the wall hooks they clung to, and roll 
the thing out onto the deck and down the ramp my father had built 
for that purpose, then on down the sloped lawn to the strip of sandy 
beach a few yards from the dock, where I’d give it a shove and—as it 
left the shore—jump in. Then, having maneuvered myself awkwardly 
inelegantly into the central folding caned seat, with some initial awk-
wardness, I’d start rowing. No keys or permission required.  

And so I did. I’d rowed my father’s boat often enough with him 
in the other seat to know what I was doing. I’d even taken it for a solo 
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run, however brief and under my father’s solicitous dockside gaze, the 
voyage that culminated in my dinging the hull against the dock. Now, 
though, I was on my own, the whole lake mine. It was my enraged, 
remorse-driven intention to row across it, all 15,000 flooded acres. Or 
until it got dark, whichever came first.  

I started rowing set off.  
Though with her stiff prissy Queen Anne-style caned seats she 

didn’t look it, my father’s boat—which he had named after my brother 
and me, with Stewart on the port side of the bow, and Gregory on the 
starboard—was an impressively fast rowboat, as fast as a man-powered 
vessel built for purposes other than racing could be. Even propelled by 
my less-than-coordinated strokes, she sliced through that morning’s 
glassy water, such that, within a few strokes, all that remained of my 
father’s A-frame was a gray speck on the shore. Except for one or two 
flat-bottomed fishing boats there were no other boats on the lake. It 
was still too early in the season for pontoon boats, jet skis, wake boats, 
and other pleasure craft. A faint, ghostly mist danced upon the water.  
A few more strokes carried me out into wide-open water; a few more 
had me in sight of the dam that was the lake’s genesis. Seeing it, alone 
out there with all that fresh water separating me from the rest of the 
world, for the first time since my father collected me at the airport, I 
felt something close to freedom. Anyway it would have to do.  

I rowed harder, eager to be anywhere and nowhere. The faster I 
rowed, the more I felt each stroke carrying me further away from my-
self. I’m not sure how long I rowed—long enough to raise twin blood 
blisters on each of my palms—when I found myself at the mouth of a 
cove. By then I’d passed a dozen coves like it, yet for some reason this 
one enticed me, I can’t say why. I steered my father’s boat into it. Like 
most cynics—and I was as cynical then as I am now, if not more so— 
buried alive under my cynicism was an optimist begging to be let out. 
(What is cynicism if not a system for pre-empting disappointment?) 

As the boat rounded the bend and four Detweilers—myself, my 
father (as represented by his boat), and his twin boys (ditto)—entered 
that cove, though the pessimist in me would have fervently denied the 
existence of any such entity, I couldn’t help feeling the hand of God 
or Fate or Destiny or Whatever upon that rowboat, guiding it and us: 
father, sons, and Holy Ghost (me). With each stroke, more and more, 
I felt that something extraordinary was about to manifest itself; I was 
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sure of it. It would appear around that bend, in that cove.  
It did. From behind a copse of pine trees—the same unprepos-

sessing loblolly pines surrounding the lake—it came into view, a house 
identical to my father’s in every respect, almost: a modified A-frame 
with a pitched roof, gray siding, and slate-blue shutters, with an iden-
tical deck, an identical dock, an identical sloped lawn studded with 
identical sweetgum trees. If all that wasn’t weird enough, between the 
two sweetgum trees closest to the dock a striped hammock had been 
strung—identical to my father’s striped hammock, but with different-
colored stripes. Otherwise, everything was the same, so much so that 
for a moment I felt that without realizing it I had to have rowed the 
boat in an enormous circle right back to where I’d started.  

But no. This was a different house, in a different cove, one with a 
less grandiose view, and that, furthermore, faced east, into the rising 
sun, the glare of which blinded me as I continued to row, my back to 
the house that was my object, sighting it from time to time over my 
shoulder, whereas my father’s house faced west, away from the rising 
sun but toward the sunsets, that were—and still are—spectacular.  

So—this was, had to be, a different house. Still, everything about 
it, aside from its location, was identical. It must have been built by the 
same contractor. For all I knew, there were dozens of other houses just 
like it dotting the lake’s shores, all built by the same builder, making 
my remarkable discovery not-so-remarkable. Still, it struck me then as 
freakish, straight out of The Twilight Zone. It wouldn’t have surprised 
me to see my father’s snazzy Alfa Romeo parked under an aluminum 
carport in the driveway, or to see my father himself waving at me from 
the dock of that alternative, quantumly entangled universe. 

Reader, I know what you’re thinking. That This isn’t what you 
bargained for, that at best we’ve wandered into metaphysical territory, 
at worst into science fiction, or—even worse—some form of domestic 
magic realism, which is no better than domestic parmesan cheese.  

Sorry, but I can’t help it. It’s what happened, plain and simple.  
I’m merely reporting what occurred.  
By then, d Determined to have a closer look, I rowed up to the 

dock. There, with my shadow looming over its boards, I began to no-
ticed more things. The boards were warped, splintered and rotted. To 
keep them from rotting, you had to treat them once every two or three 
years. These obviously hadn’t been treated in decades. The dock lad-
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der was coated with rust, so were all the cleats and the nails poking up 
out of the warped decking. Other nails were broken or missing. From 
frayed ropes three plastic dock bumpers hung, waterlogged and black 
with lake algae. Like my father’s dock, it had a pair of cleats on it.  

Careful not to ding its hull, I secured the boat to the cleats. Then 
I climbed up on and walked from the dock to the shore, noticing, as I 
did so, how in need of repair the seawall was, with boards missing and 
weeds sprouting through the gaps, with some areas entirely breached 
and sink holes yawning behind the breaches. The hammock was heavy 
with stagnant green water and rotting leaves. As for the lawn, it hadn’t 
been tended in a long time. Dirt, weeds, leaves, and fallen branches 
replaced grass. The house itself, I saw as I drew nearer to it, was in a 
state of disrepair, the siding cracked, some decorative shutters gone. 
Two of the French doors were covered over with plywood. A carpet of 
mulch covered the deck, from which a section of railing was missing. 
Needless to say the place was abandoned. It looked, come to think of 
it, like this house when I arrived here five or six weeks ago, but worse. 

A chill passed through me. It was as if I’d stepped—or rowed—
into the future, one I would arrive at again thirty-seven years later in a 
Mazda with a blown muffler and a cracked windshield and a bad de-
froster; the future I’m confronting now, sitting in that car vehicle in 
this driveway looking at my father’s former house in which I will soon 
discover my twin brother, my equal opposite, hanging from a dead. 

But that hasn’t happened yet. Well, it has yet to happen for you, 
quite, dear reader. And as with anything else that hasn’t yet happened, 
there is always the possibility, however faint, that it won’t happen, that 
somehow the tragedy will be forestalled, averted. That’s right. Keep 
hoping. Think positive. 

Like the front door of my father’s house, the door to this one was 
—had been—painted red, though now it looked pink, it was so badly 
faded. Why was I not surprised when it opened? Inside, darkness and 
must. Though I half-expected to encounter not just my father’s living 
space, but the man himself sitting there on his wicker sofa, reading a 
philosophical tract, smoking one of his beloved pipes, instead I found 
an all but empty room—all but, I say (what does “all but” mean, any-
way?) except for an enormous plastic blue marlin over the mantle, the 
irons in the fireplace, and a few furnishings.  

The furnishings were an artist’s taboret, a worktable, and a pair of 
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wooden H-frame easels, all thickly crusted with paint. Both easels had 
unfinished paintings on them. Whoever lived there was obviously a 
painter. I examined the works-in-progress, at least I guessed they were 
works-in-progress, since they held no discernable subjects, only solid 
fields of mottled pale color, the canvas on the easel to the right a wan 
ochre, the one to the left a grayish pastel pink. Leaning against both 
easels, piled and staggered on the taboret and across the worktable, 
were other paintings or would-be paintings, on canvases and tablets 
and other surfaces—all painted different muted shades: sand, smoke, 
butter, paste, powder … like harrowed fields waiting to be planted, or 
cloudless skies awaiting a kite or a dirigible. From a rack on the wall I 
pulled down one painting after another, hungry for a subject, any sub-
ject, but no: they were all the same—or rather they were all different 
except for their subjects, which were identical, which were nothing.  

As I stood holding a canvas, gawking at it, I was overcome by a 
sense of—I was going to say emptiness, but that’s not right. It wasn’t 
emptiness I felt, but something closer to what you feel when you gaze 
at the stars and try to wrap your mind around infinity. I was reminded 
of those conversations I’d had with my father (if they still counted as 
conversation with one of us doing all the talking), when he’d try to 
engage me on some philosophical issue, monologues that went on un-
til at last my silence would get the last word. Now that same silence 
shut me out. It was like flipping through the foxed pages of a blank 
notebook. Yet in their silences somehow the paintings spoke to me, 
whispering softly—so softly I couldn’t hear them, let alone make out 
what they were saying, or trying to say. I picked up another, and an-
other, always with the same result, more muted whispers. Each blank 
canvas added to the chorus, until that cathedral-ceilinged space 
throbbed and echoed with its mute requiem mass of sublime nothing-
ness. I’d seen—or heard—enough. My head ached. I put the last 
painting back where I’d found it and went out the way I had come. 

The air had turned dark. I had no idea what time it was. Before 
leaving, I walked around to the side of the house facing the road. Sure 
enough, there was a realtor’s sign there, but it was so overgrown with 
kudzu you couldn’t read what it said. As I stood there looking at that 
kudzu-covered sign, shivering, I realized that my shivers weren’t just 
out of fear, but that I felt cold. I looked up and saw the clouds closing 
in dark overhead, and heard the wind rustling the leaves of a nearby 
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sweetgum tree. A storm was coming. I hurried to the dock and untied 
the boat. By the time I started rowing, the sky was black with clouds, 
the wind kicked whitecaps across the water. I felt a raindrop. Fright-
ened, I rowed as fast as I could. I heard thunder, saw a bright flash of 
lightning. The rain It started to pour. I thought I’d die out there.  

Yes, I got caught in the storm. No, I didn’t die. By the time I got 
back, I was soaked to the skin and my father’s boat was half-swamped. 
There—standing in the rain at the edge of his dock in his sopping cap 
with his shillelagh, in a picture that would etch itself permanently into 
my brain, stood my father—my depressed, would-be suicide philoso-
phy professor father, his face contorted with a mixture of tears, regret, 
anger, and relief. He stood there waiting for me, his son. 
 
  


